Cognition and Emotion – Forced Choice between Siamese Twins?

Spring School 2009
of the
Graduiertenkolleg GRK 1253/1, Processing of affective stimuli: From the molecular basis to the emotional
experience
in cooperation with
Biopsychology of Pain and Emotions, A joint program of the Universities of Würzburg and Bamberg

ARRIVAL / TRAVEL PLANNING
The conference will begin on Sunday, March 8, 2pm, and end on Wednesday, March 11, 2pm.
Of course, previously made individual arrangements, regarding different arrival times remain in
effect.
Please keep us updated about your travel planning. This will greatly enhance organizing smooth
check in, and help us organize transfer to the conference site. Please also note the included
attendance lists. We’d also like to inform you about some details, you may find helpful:
Arrival by airplane
The closest international airport is “Frankfurt am Main” (FRA). A price-worthy alternative might
be “Frankfurt Hahn” (F-HHN), e.g. served by RyanAir.
Arrival by train
There are two recommendable alternatives:
One is to go to Würzburg (Central Station, i.e. “Hauptbahnhof” in german), and use our
transfer offer to Kloster Bronnbach (see below).
The second option is to go directly to Bronnbach (german name of the train station: Bronnbach
(Tauber)). However, this connection is a bit lengthy, and you most likely will have to switch
trains, while Würzburg enjoys the advantage of ICE-train connections to all bigger cities.
For booking, we recommend http://www.bahn.de/international/view/en/index.shtml
Booking early may result in nice discounts.
Arrival by car
From Würzburg:
Start at the B 8 towards Autobahn Frankfurt - Exit Helmstadt
Do not enter the Autobahn, but continue towards Helmstadt
In Helmstadt turn left towards Neubrunn
In Neubrunn turn left towards Böttigheim/Tauberbischofsheim
Before entering the village Höhenfeld turn right towards Bronnbach/Klosterhöhe
Watch out for the sign indicating Bronnbach half left at some kind of farm
Just follow the signs until you come to Bronnbach
From Frankfurt:
Leave the Autobahn A 3 at exit Marktheidenfeld
Go towards Wertheim, and follow through the Liebliche Taubertal towards
Tauberbischofsheim until you arrive at Bronnbach.
From Stuttgart:
Leave the Autobahn A 81 at exit Tauberbischofsheim towards Wertheim
At the village Werbach follow the Liebliche Taubertal until you arrive at Bronnbach.
Transfer from Würzburg to Bronnbach
On Sunday, March 8, we’ll offer at least three rides from Würzburg to Bronnbach. We’ll try to
adjust the departure times to your needs, so that nobody has to wait in Würzburg longer than
necessary. Additionally, we’ll organize individual rides (e.g. with one of the principal
investigators) if needed.

TRAVEL DOCUMENTATION
Finally, we’d kindly ask you to keep your receipts, and travelling documents (e.g. boarding pass; for ETIX, a printout of the invoice including the E-TIX number is sufficient). We’ll have self-addressed
envelopes ready for you, for sending any items to us, which you might need for your return trip. We’re
sorry to impose that burden on you. However, we’re required by law to document these expenses with
original records. Thanks for your understanding!

